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1 of 1 review helpful Totally unexpected By S Rann Five stars Yep This guy can write Seriously The book starts with 
Lewis the viewpoint character getting extremely confused He remains extremely confused for much of the book and 
we stay with him in the same state frustrating Yes but in a good way Lawhead does a masterly job of introducing a 
quasi Celtic world and immersing his modern hero in it willy Wolves prowling the streets of Oxford A Green Man 
haunting the Highlands Drawn from the dreaming spires of Oxford to the misty moors and glens of Scotland Lewis 
expects little more than a pleasant weekend away But the road north leads to a mystical crossroads and he finds 
himself in a place where two worlds meet in the time between times The ancient Celts admitted no separation between 
this world and the Otherworld the two were delicately interwoven each depen In a style reminiscent of Tolkien 
Lawhead presents a world of vivid imagery This book is a delight Bookstore Journal About the Author Stephen R 
Lawhead is the internationally acclaimed author of many outstanding fant 
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